
RATIONALE FOR MISSION COMMUNITIES in Carlisle Deanery 
I wonder if critical mass comes into Mission communities much more than we think ? 
 
And the tension between the critical mass required to function as inherited church and the critical mass 
required to fund a stipend ? 
 
Our attempt to reduce the demand for stipendiary posts in Carlisle Deanery has resulted in the creation of 
larger mission communities (which many are saying are too large). 
 
Both in urban and rural areas, ‘too large’ translates as too many centres of worship/congregations – rather 
than too large a critical mass of people ?.. 
 
Taking the   ‘cell   church   celebration’  model  or indeed the  ‘family     pastoral    programme’  model  
it is clear that different churches in the deanery will need to relate to their leadership in different ways 
 
Our present rationale for Mission Communities may not do enough justice to these different types of 
leadership….family churches (no more than 50 people) feel they are losing sole access to their parent, 
pastoral churches (less than 150) feel they are losing sole access to their leader, only programme church 
(150 -300) really appreciate the rationale……but how many of our churches are programme churches ? 
 
The critical mass for typical Anglican worship to work best is probably around the 100 mark 
Many churches haven’t experienced this in years. 
 
Typical Anglican worship can occur at around 50 people, but it is often laboured and therefore less 
attractive /retaining ? (depending on the size of the building housing it). 
 
Less than 40 doesn’t usually elicit a good experience of inherited worship ? but it can be bearable ! 
 
YET : many of our rural congregations are less than 20  or even 10 ! 
 
Missional Communities CAN therefore offer the critical mass not only for wholesome worship but for cell 
promotion and ministry resourcing. BUT  ONLY if the elephant in the room…the need to combine 
congregations and/or shift to cell-worship, is accepted ? 
 
Missional Communities however, to the family and pastoral sized churches, will be perceived as a real   
threat….only the programme church is au fait with over-arching admin etc 
 
Caveat : numbers stated are meant to be ‘active’ members….NOT simply attenders. 
 
If most urban congregations are family or pastoral churches, then the rationale for moving to Mission 
Communities and sharing with others, must involve the ‘carrot’ of greater resourcing and longer stability ? 
Conversely, this can only be achieved through the reduction of regular ‘congregations’ 
(it may not mean the closing of churches, just their move to less frequent worship) 
Simply maintaining the same number of congregations by increasing lay pastorship is not feasible. 

 
The quality of worship also needs to be improved…hence the attraction of the MINSTER MODEL 
 
If most rural churches struggle to even reach family church numbers, then the attraction of joint worship is 
greater (as long as its your church that gets selected ! ) 
 
In Carlisle Deanery we are significantly over-churched and have seen the emergence of at least two new 
house churches in the last 5 years.  


